
TIME
Tick tock, create an     amazing clock! 
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Work of Art
Your artwork can double as a colorful clock when you choose a canvas 
deep enough to conceal the motor (ours is two inches deep). After your 
masterpiece is completely dry, use a craft knife to cut a hole through the 
center and install the hands and motor.
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Creature Feature
Teach your little ones to tell time with a cute creature clock. After drilling a hole for the hands in a wood circle sign, 
glue on the numbers and animals. All four critters are pre-painted and sold together in one set. P.S. It’s a good idea 
to measure out and mark numeral spaces before gluing.
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1. Adore the Pour
       Use a round canvas and pre-mixed pouring paint   
       for this fluid-art clock face. Once it’s dry, slice a  
      small x in the center of the canvas so you can push   
       the mechanism through the back and attach 
       the hands.

2. Cozy Up
         We used a sturdy gift box as a frame for this quirky     
        clock. We cut the box on an angle to make the clock              
        mechanism accessible. Then we knitted a cover for it,   
        folding the edges into the opening and gluing 
        them down. 

2
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Rise and Shine
This clock puts your needle skills 
on display in a practical way. After 
placing fabric in an embroidery 
hoop, outline your design with 
a vanishing marker and paint it, 
adding floss details once it dries. 
Tip: Glue a foam disc to the back 
to stabilize the clock and hold 
the motor.



1 Hoop Dream
Crochet your way to a beautiful clock! We used 
one skein of  Yarn Bee® Rainbow Rhapsody yarn 
for this eye-catching ombre effect. When the 
piece was finished, we sewed it to a 12-inch 
steel ring—spraying the back with starch to 
hold its shape.

2 Cartoon Time
       Whimsy meets “Wow!” when you DIY a cartoon-   
       style clay clock. Shape your clock with air-dry    
       clay (cutting away space for the mechanism  
       while it’s still wet). Once it dries, give it a coat of   
       paint and use a paint marker to add design details  
       and color the hands and clock parts.

2
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Rock Solid
These clocks owe their clean, 
modern vibe to concrete 
construction and craft stick hands. 
Here's our secret: Find a creative 
way to make space for a clock 
mechanism. We used a foam disc 
for the small clock. And for the 
large clock? We poured the cement 
around the packaging that the 
clockworks came in—it was the 
perfect size! 



Clock Rock
You can DIY a gorgeous geode clock face by combining resin with acrylic paint, decorative 

glass stones, alcohol inks and glitter. After it dries, paint the edges (and the clock hands) with 
gold liquid leaf and drill a hole in the center to attach the shaft and clock motor.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


